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Follow the crowd

One day a Noun named Carl was in math Noun with his best friend Fred. Carl was doing his

work, even though he Adjective math. While Fred, who also hated Noun , was playing a game.

All of a sudden when the Noun was not looking, Fred jumped out of his seat and Verb Past Tense

into the hallway. Now Carl is the kid who you see Adjective people and Adjective the door, But

when he saw Fred he just followed. Outside he saw Fred run to the Noun , So Carl followed. It was not

till he got to the Noun till he noticed what Fred was doing.

When Carl got to the Noun he saw it. Fred was In the bathroom with a Noun . Carl gasped,

Fred asked Carl if he wanted to join him. Carl then had the moment when he had to make a Adverb

decision. Then before he could think he had said yes. In less than a minute he went from a Adverb

Adverb kid to someone who Adjective . Also this was in class too. Then he came to his senses.

What am I doing he said. He Verb Past Tense back to class fast enough that no one noticed him.

He was back in Noun the same as at the beginning. But now he was a Adjective . He also knew

that he had Verb Past Tense some school rules. So in the end he was a rule Adjective , a

Adjective , and a law Adjective .
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